
Appendix 2. The Healthy Country Artificial Intelligence (AI) tool. 

 

Under the direction of Bininj Traditional Owners, the research team co-designed the Healthy Country 

AI tool to provide rapid assessment of Indigenous-directed adaptive weed management activities. 

Bininj elders were clear that this Healthy Country AI contribution needed to be both ethical and 

useful. This meant that data collection and analytical efforts needed to be governed by Traditional 

Owners; reflect the priority areas of concern for local Bininj; respond to the seasonal aspects of 

Bininj stewardship of their estates; and support on-ground adaptive co-management efforts. Bininj 

collaborators also asked that the Healthy Country AI tool was made freely available so that other 

Indigenous groups could use this tool (Robinson et al. 2022).  

 

Survey methodology for data collection 

Drones flown over selected sites captured footage of Nardab before and after on-ground para grass 

management, with the footage used as data for the AI models. Drone surveys were chosen as 

methodology for several reasons. Ecological surveys on northern Australian floodplains are 

notoriously challenging due to resident saltwater crocodiles, which are dangerous and difficult to see 

amongst the water and vegetation (cf. Inman et al. 2019). Drones can also collect accurate and 

visually appealing wildlife and habitat monitoring data at large scales (Hodgson et al. 2018, Rees et 

al. 2018). Additionally, drones can decentralise data acquisition (Koh and Wich 2012) and provide 

data collection employment and training opportunities for local people (Vargas-Ramirez and 

Paneque-Gálvez 2019). 

The drone surveys were done on sites chosen by Bininj elders and reflected areas that had important 

local Indigenous and conservation values (see Bangalang et al. 2022). At each priority site, non-

Indigenous researchers, Traditional Owners and Rangers worked together to map the boundaries of 

an area where the drone could fly, and where the drone would not fly (e.g. near culturally sensitive 

sites). Traditional Owners were always consulted and/or on Country during drone surveys to ensure 

the ethical protocols for drone use were upheld (see Macdonald et al. 2021). The mapping exercise 

ensured the survey area was large enough to capture ecological processes but small enough to be 

flown by a drone within a reasonable time frame to fit in with Bininj and ranger day-to-day work 

schedules (limited to 60 minutes flight time and less than 30 hectares). 



A fixed set of transects were programmed into the drone to cover the same area of interest at the 

same height (60 metres above the ground) each time the area was flown. Regular transects were 

derived using DroneDeploy software (https://www.dronedeploy.com) to cover the survey area with 

a 75% front overlap and 65% side overlap between photos, to allow photogrammetric analysis. The 

flight speed and direction were optimised by the software. DroneDeploy was operated through a 

mobile device, with the drone automatically flying the pre-programmed transects. Flights were 

undertaken within line-of-sight of two trained operators (Perry and May), one ready to control the 

drone and the other spotting for birds of prey or low flying aircraft. 

 

Curation of drone collected data 

Drone collected data was downloaded using DroneDeploy, the images are stitched and geo-rectified 

into geotiffs (image file that embeds georeferencing information). Bininj people use six seasons to 

assess annual changes in Country indicators and so the Kunwinjku seasonal calendar was used to 

guide drone survey schedules so that sites were monitored in: Kunumeleng (December) 2018; 

Bangkerreng (April) 2019; Wurrkeng (August) 2019; Kurrung (September) 2019; Kunumeleng (late 

October) 2019, Kunumeleng (late October) 2020 and Wurrkeng (July) 2021. This seasonal calendar 

was also used to design data management mechanisms. Drone collected photos stitched and geo-

rectified were separated and stored in a hierarchical folder structure that includes site, season, date 

and time. This provides a unique identifier for logging results. Survey data was stored on an Azure 

cloud data storage resource. 

 

Artificial Intelligence analytical design 

To support the automation of drone collected data the Healthy Country AI model was designed to 

analyse changes in habitat values and the distribution and abundance of magpie geese within 

habitat categories. The Healthy Country AI model consists of three models developed using Custom 

Vision and Azure Machine Learning Service: 

 Para grass (classification, 304 × 228 tiles) (Custom Vision) 

 Magpie geese (object detection, 304 × 228 tiles) (Custom Vision) 

 Para grass (semantic segmentation) (Azure Machine Learning Service) 



Once the geotiffs are uploaded, an automated function breaks the geotiff into small tiles (304 x 228). 

This reflects around 120 individual tiles for each photograph. The tiles are automatically transferred 

to customvision.ai for training. The function sends tiles to pre-prepared site-season projects that 

duplicate the tiles in two projects, one for object detection and the other for classification. 

To develop an accurate model, each category requires many labels. This means habitat models are a 

trade-off between specificity (e.g. 10 categories to describe the different growth states of para 

grass) and generality. For example, if the aim is to obtain a minimum of 2000 labels for each 

category, five categories will require 10,000 labels. Conversely, the selection of more general and 

inclusive labels (e.g. lump all types of grass into an "all grasses" label), fewer labels will be required, 

but the model will be less specific. 

Object detection models require labelling of individual animals within the tiled image (Figure A1). 

For the habitat model, a subject matter expert labelled all bird species that were easily identified in 

the tiles. The focus species, magpie goose, was easily separated from other species so there was a 

very high confidence in these labels. Other species, such as egrets, terns and spoonbills, were less 

distinct (from 60 m) and were lumped into a single category which included all white birds. Several 

other species had very few individuals (<15 labels) and these were excluded. Labels were dominated 

by magpie geese and white birds; the remaining species were sparse. 

 

 

Fig. A2.1. From left to right, examples of object detection labels for mixed species, crocodile and 

magpie geese. 

 

For the habitat model, the dominant habitat type for each tile was scored by season and site (see 

Figure A2). The complexity of the labelling task was reduced by limiting the labels to broad habitat 

types, with more detail provided for target species, para grass, including a “dead para grass” label 

and a “recovering para grass” label which directly related to the management goals of the Rangers 

and Traditional Owners. A single tag per image was used for the classification model. This required 



the involvement of subject matter experts, in this case researchers with good knowledge of the 

visual characteristics of para grass compared with other native species from aerial photos. Using this 

method, it was necessary to make decisions about which habitat type was dominant, reducing the 

complexity of the labelling task but also reducing the detail of the results and leading to difficult 

labelling decisions in tiles that had diverse habitat characteristic, e.g. bare ground, water lilies, dead 

para grass, dense para grass, other grass or water dominated. 

 

 

Fig. A2.2. From left to right, examples of para grass dominated, water dominated, water lily 

dominated tiles. 

 

Azure Custom Vision was used to provide a cognitive service to build, deploy, and improve image 

classifiers. An image classifier is an AI service that applies labels (which represent classes) to images, 

according to their visual characteristics. The Custom Vision Service uses labels to calculate the 

precision and recall of training iterations using k-fold cross validation process. After each training 

iteration, precision, recall and mean average precision are reported as a means of objectively 

assessing the performance of the model, given the expanded label set. Precision indicates how well 

the model predicted values based on the training set. For example, if we labelled 100 magpie geese 

and the model predicted that there were 99 magpie geese then the precision would be 99%. Recall 

indicates the fraction of actual classifications that were correctly identified. For example, if there 

were 100 images of apples, and the model identified 80 as apples, the recall would be 80%. 

 

Scoring function and data summaries 

Labelling and model training were completed iteratively until precision and recall was sufficient to 

closely reflect the observed values as defined by subject matter experts. Accurate predictions 

required thousands of tagged images spread across the available categories. A scoring function was 



pointed to the customvision.ai project endpoint and model weights were used to predict the habitat 

classification and number of each species for every tile in the surveys. 

Scored values were stored in a database and included summary fields such as survey date, season, 

latitude, and longitude of the centre of each tile, extracted from the geotiff. The predicted habitat 

and species counts were recorded in the database along with the certainty value (0-100%). This 

provided a spatio-temporal data set that could be summarised and visualised to support adaptive 

management and planning. A link to the location of the scored tiles is recorded in the data base 

including an access token that allows the photo to be visualised in a dashboard. 

Data security was managed through firewall settings in the cloud server restricting access to 

individual computer IP addresses so that Bininj could manage data according to local knowledge 

sharing protocols. This effectively excluded any external access to the data unless the administrator 

allowed it and empowered Bininj to manage if Healthy Country AI model outputs would be shared 

with collaborators. 

Separate tabs were also created for each survey and each season. We used the MapBox custom 

visual (https://docs.mapbox.com/help/tutorials/power-bi/) to visualise and interact with the geotiff 

at full resolution. We linked the latitude and longitude of the predicted values to the map through 

this visualisation. Habitat values were displayed using a tree map that produced uniquely coloured, 

proportional rectangles based on the contribution of each habitat category to the total. This analysis 

was incorporated into the digital dashboard using local language and symbols that could be easily 

translated by Bininj collaborators. 

While the Healthy Country AI tool makes a first step towards ethical AI supported by 

Indigenous knowledge coproduction it only a start. Magpie geese were chosen by Bininj as 

an indicator species of the health of Nardab because these birds are culturally significant. 

This was discussed with the non-Indigenous research team who agreed with the choice as 

these birds are easy to identify and label. This meant there were no dilemmas in the 

labelling but it only provides a partial insight into the impacts of para grass management on 

the health of Nardab wetlands. The next step of this process to train rangers under the 

newly established Healthy Country AI and digital training program 

https://ecos.csiro.au/healthy-country-ai/#:~:text=%20How%20healthy%20country%20AI%20is%20delivering%20on-ground,on%20country.%20Whether%20it%E2%80%99s%20protecting%20turtle...%20More%20
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